DEAR FORENSICS EXPERT AND CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATOR,

Thank you for your interest in the Labino products. In this folder you will find our latest product launches as well as our best-selling products. We are known to be the “black lights” specialists since 1994. Our focus and resources are dedicated to developing and manufacturing more powerful and better lamps with new features. I am very confident you will enjoy using our new generation of lights that are much lighter and more compact than many comparable products on the market today, but with even more power.

Over our 21 year history our core belief in quality earned us the trust of the thousands of forensics professionals around the world. We helped to find traces of evidence. All of us at Labino strive to make our world safer and your job easier no matter where our products are used. Our products serve not only the needs of forensic experts in crime scene investigation and crime laboratories but also medical laboratories, non-destructive testing and other industrial and non-industrial groups. Our commitment to our clients is that we will never compromise on quality.

The past year was another record year for Labino. This success has been the result of intense product development, close collaboration with our distributors in over 55 countries and continuous feedback from end users like yourself. Thank you!

Be part in this process. Help us to understand your future needs, give us your feedback. Feel free to e-mail me directly for any comments that you may have at lisis.athanasiasidis@labino.com. Our guiding values embrace our desire to continuously innovate to new solutions and launch new premium products, content to excellent service, focus to customer needs, and be able to deliver. You should expect nothing less.

My kind regards to you and your team.
Lillis Athanassiasidis
Managing Director
www.labino.com

Labino's Most sold lights

**UVG** – **UV TORCH LIGHT 365 nm**
The UVG2 Spotlight is the perfect universal UV light torch. It works in everything, from identifying Smart Water, to detecting body fluids i.e. semen, saliva and urine, to analyzing documents. The torch is available in three different beams.

**HAND – UV TORCH LIGHT 373 nm**
The Nano 373 nm is the perfect torch for document analysis. It is very small and compact and fit perfectly in a belt holster. The most common applications for this torch are ID controls, document analysis, Smart Water and invisible ink.

**WHITE LIGHT TORCH**
A small and light weight search light. Easy to use and carry with you as it does not take much space in the holster.

**UVGA-HEAD – UV HEAD LIGHT 365 nm**
The UVGA-Headlight is designed to free the user’s hands during inspection. This lamp is mostly used for field inspections when you need both hands to identify traces at the scene. The torch is available in two different beams and has the same optics as the UVG2.

**UVG BLUE – HEAD LIGHT 415 nm**
This new headlight has the same design as the UVG4-Head. The most common application for this light is to identify body fluids at the crime scene. This light offers an extremely smooth and light beamlight.

**UVG WHITE – HEAD LIGHT 415 nm**
The UVG White is the perfect search light if you need to free your hands. The light beam is perfect – it has no shadows or dark spots.

**Midbeam Orion-UV – LAMPH 365 nm**
Midbeam Orion UV is one of three Midbeams included in the Orion kit. This torch is also available separately and commonly used for crime scene investigation. The lamp offers a large beam considering the light weight and the small-size of the lamp (560 gr incl. battery).

**BigBeam Helios – UV LAMPH 365 nm**
BigBeam Helios is the most powerful hand held LED light Labino offers. The lamp has a light beam of no less than 275-310 mm depending on your choice of midnight or floodlight.

**SuperXenon – UV LAMPH 365 nm**
SuperXenon is one of the most powerful hand held UV lamps available on the market. The lamp is based on the Xenon technology and offers between 4000 and 60 000 µW/cm² depending on your choice of reflector and bulb (35 or 50 W). The most common use is search large areas for body fluids.

**Trac Light Spotlight – WHITE**
The Trac light is the perfect search light during rough conditions. The unique color this light offers it possible to detect things in difficult terrains. The Trac light is available in several models and the most common applications are search as well as identifying shoe and tire prints.

**SuperXenonLUMI Kit**
GROUND BREAKING LATENT FINGERPRINT SOLUTION

The SuperXenon LUMI Kit, in combination with a fuming chamber as well as the Lumicyano, provides you with everything you need to start using Lumicyano® for fingerprint recognition. ‘The Lumican®’, is the new enhanced version of Lumicyano®. It has been especially designed to have a stronger brightness and to develop high level detailed fingerprints under optimal conditions. There is a minimized risk to “over-glue”, thus providing better results than classical super glue, post-treatment dyes or powders. The Lumicyano® allows you to use your present fuming chamber – just 3-Step “Fume + Dye” and light with SuperXenonUMI 325 nm. It’s best when “excited” by UV 325 nm. SuperXenonUMI 325 nm is specially designed to be used together with Lumicyano®. The lamp can be operated by two different power systems – battery or AC. You can switch between a battery and power supply unit on the same lamp by switching the included switch.

**Features**
- Stronger fluorescence brightness and extended fluorescence observation
- Shell-life: 1 year
- Fume and Dye simultaneously
- Improves the image of latent prints
- High level details fingerprints better than classical super glue
- Compatible with dyes / powders and DNA analysis
- Works on hard materials
- Employ existing fuming chambers
- Reduces cost and time in no drying or cleaning up required

**Inclued In the Kit**
- 1 SuperXenon 325nm Light
- 1 Power Supply Unit or Battery with charger
- 2 35W or 50W Xenon Bulbs
- 1 Water proof carrying case.

**Labino SuperXenonLumi Kit**
**Crime Scene Investigation**
WITH LABINO
UV Lights | Search Lights | Alternative Light Sources

Distributor:
Labino SuperXenonLumi Kit
Labino Nova Torch Kit

**NOW AVAILABLE AS SINGLE, DOUBLE OR TRIPLE KIT!**

The Labino Nova Torch is a cordless battery operated torch light based on the LED technology. The kit consists of eight high intensity chromatic forensic light sources for crime scene investigation and laboratory use. The LEDs emit a beam of light that is "evenly" distributed and the torch can be operated with 3 normal alkaline batteries, in case you run out of battery using the included lithium battery. Its compact size makes it easy to work with and allows you to change filters instantly. The torch can be operated with 3 normal alkaline batteries, in case you run out of battery using the included lithium battery. The Nova Torch is one of the most powerful LED lights available on the market. The Nova Torch Lights are available individually or as a cased set.

**Labino Nova Torch Kit includes:***
- 8 LED Torches
- 4 goggles
- 1 tripod
- 1 car charger
- 2 battery chargers
- 12 lithium batteries, carrying case
- 3 camera filters with 8 adaptors (49-77 mm)

**Labino Astra Torch Kit

**NOW AVAILABLE AS SINGLE KIT**

MOST POWERFUL ALL IN ONE KIT COMPATIBLE

The LED based Astra offers different coloured hands and 1 UV head. You are free to combine your own unique ALS kit and add as many different hands as you like. The torch can be operated with 3 normal alkaline batteries, in case you run out of battery using the included lithium battery. Its compact size makes it easy to work with and adds an instant start function so you get full power immediately. The Astra Torch is one of the most powerful LED lights available on the market. The Astra Torch Lights are available individually or as a cased set.

**Labino Astra Torch Kit includes:***
- 1 lamp body and 7 LED heads
- 4 goggles
- 1 tripod
- 1 battery charger
- 1 lithium battery
- 1 carrying case
- 3 camera filters with 8 adaptors (49-77 mm)

**Labino TrAc Finder**

**NEW MORE POWER — 50 W**

POST POWERFUL ALS AND LARGE LIGHT BEAM

The TrAc Finder has got a new lamp – the SuperXenon. The TrAc Finder has always been one of the most powerful ALS lights on the market but now it is even more powerful. With the option of a 50 W light source you can identify traces that weren’t possible before. However you can choose to run the SuperXenon with a 25 W bulb if you prefer. The TrAc Finder boasts the needs of criminal investigators who need an intense ALS that has a wide light beam and easy-to-change filters. The TrAc Finder is composed of both a crime kit and a lamp. Both are purchased separately which allows maximum flexibility and choice for the user.

**Labino TrAc Finder Kit includes:***
- 1 MPXL Lamp
- 4 forensic filters
- 4 goggles
- 1 carrying case
- 3 camera filters with 8 adaptors (49-77 mm)

**Labino MidBeam Orion Kit NEW!**

POWERFUL AND COMPACT

The Labino MidBeam Orion Lamp is a cordless battery operated lamp based on the LED technology. The kit consists of three lamps, one Blue 405 nm and one Cyan 505 nm. Both these lights consist of 7 LEDs each, offering an extremely powerful and even light beam. The third lamp is a UV 365 nm with 4 UV LEDs and 1 white light LED. The Orion lights are one of the most light and compact ALS instruments available on the market. The lamp weighs just 560 grams, including batteries. The batteries are located inside the pistol handle making the ergonomics of the unit stable. The Orion kit comes in three different versions, your choice of just one, two or all three lights.

**Labino MidBeam Orion Kit includes:***
- 1 MidBeam Orion UV, 1 Orion Blue 405 nm, 1 Orion Cyan 505 nm
- 12 Lithium Ion batteries, 4 gogles, 2 chargers, 1 car charger, 3 forensic camera filter and 8 adaptors
- 1 Water proof carrying Case

**Labino Full Orion Kit**

**NEW!**

MOST POWERFUL ALS & LARGE LIGHT BEAM

The Labino Full Orion Lamp is a cordless battery operated lamp based on the LED technology. The kit consists of three lamps, one Blue 405 nm and one Cyan 505 nm. Both these lights consist of 7 LEDs each, offering an extremely powerful and even light beam. The third lamp is a UV 365 nm with 4 UV LEDs and 1 white light LED. The Orion lights are one of the most light and compact ALS instruments available on the market. The lamp weighs just 560 grams, including batteries. The batteries are located inside the pistol handle making the ergonomics of the unit stable. The Orion kit comes in three different versions, your choice of just one, two or all three lights.

**Labino Full Orion Kit includes:***
- 1 MidBeam Orion UV, 1 Orion Blue 405 nm, 1 Orion Cyan 505 nm
- 12 Lithium Ion batteries, 4 gogles, 2 chargers, 1 car charger, 3 forensic camera filter and 8 adaptors
- 1 Water proof carrying Case

**Special Features**

- Light weight
- Docking Battery — you can easily replace a new battery and change the used one
- You can switch between a battery and mains power supply unit (PSU) on the same lamp by switching the docking device — both fit to the same lamp
- Choose between 35 and 50 watt
- Choose between Pistol or Top handle
- Choose between Spright, Midnight or Floodlight

**Included in the Labino Nova Torch Kit**

- 8 LED Torches, 4 gogles, 1 tripod, 1 car charger, 2 battery chargers, 10 lithium batteries, carrying case, 3 camera filters with 8 adaptors (49-77 mm) to fit all camera lenses.

**Included in the Labino Astra Torch Kit**

- 1 lamp body and 7 LED heads, 4 gogles, 1 tripod, 1 battery charger, 1 lithium battery, 1 carrying case, 3 camera filters with 8 adaptors (49-77 mm) to fit all camera lenses.

**Included in the Labino TrAc Finder Kit**

- 1 MPXL Lamp, 4 forensic filters, 4 gogles, 1 battery charger, 1 carrying case, 3 camera filters with 8 adaptors (49-77 mm) to fit all camera lenses.

**Included in the Labino MidBeam Orion Kit**

- 1 MidBeam Orion UV, 1 Orion Blue 405 nm, 1 Orion Cyan 505 nm, 12 Lithium Ion batteries, 4 gogles, 2 chargers, 1 car charger, 3 forensic camera filter and 8 adaptors, 1 Water proof carrying Case

**Included in the Full Labino Orion Kit**

- 1 MidBeam Orion UV, 1 Orion Blue 405 nm, 1 Orion Cyan 505 nm, 12 Lithium Ion batteries, 4 gogles, 2 chargers, 1 car charger, 3 forensic camera filter and 8 adaptors, 1 Water proof carrying Case

**Included in the Astra Torch Kit**

- ASTRA CAN BE OPERATED WITH EITHER 1 LITHIUM BATTERY (INCLUDED) OR 3 ALKALINE BATTERIES

**Included in the TrAc Finder Kit**

- Docking Battery — you can easily replace a new battery and change the used one